THEME KIT
PIONEER KIT SP4240

INSTRUCTIONS

Fig.1
Micro Sticky Spots (Fig. 1)
1. How to Apply Sticky Spots to Paper: Press a Sticky Spot onto the area marked with • and lift off the backing paper.
2. Legend: X Shows where to attach Bows or Wheels.
		
• Press Sticky Spots directly onto this area.
Prepare Parts
tear
peel
stick
1. All cutouts that are printed on the card stock are pre-cut. Punch out each component along the pre-cut solid lines.
2. Keep parts for each different cutout together.
Covered Wagon Bodies (Fig. 2)
1. Fold the tabs on the Wagon’s Sideboards at 90° angles with the sides with the two X markings facing out. The angled ends should face the front of the Wagon. Apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings
on the underside of both Sideboards.
2. Line the Wagon Bed up with the Sideboards. The straight ends of the Sideboards should be flush with the edge of the Wagon Bed and the angled edges should jut out past the Wagon Bed. Press
Sticky Spots into place.
NOTE: The angled ends of the Sideboards are at the front
Fig.2
Fig.3
Back Panel
of the Wagon and the straight ends of the Sideboards are at
the back of the Wagon.
Right Sideboard
3. To install the Back of the Wagon, fold all tabs then apply
Sticky Spots onto the • markings on the bottom and
Bows
side tabs of the Back Panel. Sticky Spots should face the
outside of the tabs. Tuck the back and side tabs into the
inside of the Wagon and press into place.
Left
4. To install the Front of the Wagon, fold the bottom and
Sideboard
side tabs of the Front Panel toward the Wagon. Apply
Sticky Spots to the back of the Front Panel’s bottom
tab. Place the bottom tab on the Wagon Bed. Press
Sticky Spots into place.
Front Panel
Wagon Bed
5. Apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings on the side
tabs of the Front Panel. Sticky Spots should be facing
the outside of the side tabs. Line up angled edges of
the Front to match the angles of the Sideboards. Tuck
the side tabs into the inside of the Wagon and press
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Seat
Bows
into place. Fold the scored line at the top of the Front
Cover
Panel away from the Wagon to form a foot rest.
6. Repeat these steps to construct the body of the second
Covered Wagon.
Wagon Canopy Option #1: Uncovered Wagon (Fig. 3)
1. Please note that there are four Bows per Wagon. Apply
Cover
a Sticky Spot onto the • marking on the end of a Bow.
Place on the Sideboard’s back inner corner of the Wagon on the X. Continue to apply Sticky Spots onto the
• markings on the same end of each of the remaining
three Bows.
2. Place the second Bow on the X on the Sideboard’s
front inner corner. Repeat this step and place the final
two Bows equally spaced apart in the middle of the
inner Sideboard on their respective X spots.
Wagon Wheel
3. Apply a Sticky Spot onto the • marking on the other
end of one of the Bows. Bend the Bow into an arch and
Wagon Wheel
attach it to the inside of the opposite Sideboard, making
Fig.7
sure the ends of the Bow line up straight with each other.
Repeat this step for the remaining three Bows.
4. Roll the Cover around a pencil with the unlined side facing out. Apply Sticky Spots onto one row of the • markings on the Cover and roll it up like a scroll. Apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings on
the Bow Lines.
5. Apply Sticky Spots onto the remaining • markings on the outside of the Cover. Attach the Cover to the Wagon Bed with the • markings facing down so they are hidden.
6. If desired, repeat these steps to make the second Wagon an Uncovered Wagon.
Wagon Canopy Option #2: Covered Wagon (Fig. 4 and 5)
1. The Lined Cover has four designated areas for four Bows. Apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings on designated Bow areas. Attach the four Bows to the designated spots on the Lined Cover. (Fig. 4)
2. Turn Lined Cover over to the opposite side and apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings on both of its short sides.
3. Lay Wagon on its side. Place the Lined Cover so that the Bows face the inside of the Wagon, lining up the Lined Cover so that one end is even with the inside bottom of the Wagon Bed.
4. Lay Wagon flat. Bend Lined Cover into an arch, attaching the other end to the opposite inside bottom of the Wagon Bed. Press Sticky Spots into place. (Fig. 5)
5. If desired, repeat these steps to make the second Wagon a Covered Wagon.
Seat (Fig. 6)
1. Fold the side tabs downwards. Fold the backrest (the long tab) upwards at a 90° angle.
2. Apply Sticky Spots to the Seat tabs. Align the front of the Seat so that it is even with the front inside line of the Wagon Bed.
Wheels (Fig. 7)
1. Please note that the Wheels have both a wood pattern and a plain brown pattern. The half of the Wheel with a wood pattern is meant to be the half that is attached to the Wagon. The plain brown
pattern is the part of the Wheel that hangs off the body of the Wagon. Apply Sticky Spots onto the • markings on the back of the top half of the Wheel.
2. Align the Wheel so that it is flush with the edge of the Wagon and attach the Wheel to the X on the side of the Wagon.
3. Repeat this step to attach the remaining Wheels.
Horses and Mules
1. Bend the Horse and Mule tabs at 90° angles. If the Wagon is facing right, fold the correlating Horse’s or Mule’s tab left. If the Wagon is facing left, fold the correlating Horse’s or Mule’s tab right.
2. Set the Horses and Mules about 1 in away from the front of the Wagons. Apply two Sticky Spots onto each tab and press into place. Repeat this step for the remaining Horses or Mules.
TIP! For a realistic look, we recommend pairing the set of Horses with one Wagon and the set of Mules with the other Wagon.

Conforms to /
Conforme à /
Cumple con
ASTM D4236

CAUTION: Cutting tool
recommended. Use with care.
MISE EN GARDE : Outil de coupe
recommandé. Utiliser avec précaution.
PRECAUCIÓN: Herramienta cortante
recomendada Utilizar con cuidado.

WARNING: Sharp Objects. Choking Hazard! Small parts. Not intended for children
under 3 years. Adult supervision required. / AVERTISSEMENT : Objets pointus.
Danger d’étranglement! Petites pièces. Pas recommandé pour les enfants de moins de
3 ans. Supervision d’un adulte requise. / ADVERTENCIA: Objetos puntiagudos. Peligro
de ahogarse. Partes pequeñas. No diseñado para el uso de niños menores de 3 años.
Supervisión de un adulto requerida.
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